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Fund: United-i Global Balanced Fund
As at 31 July 2022
Performance Review
For the month of July, the Fund MYRH class registered a return of 4.59%.
Equity
Strong selection in consumer discretionary was partially offset by selection in materials, industrials and health care.
On a regional basis, weak stock selection in North America, United Kingdom and Japan was modestly offset by
selection in Emerging Markets.
Within consumer discretionary and information technology, our top relative contributors were overweights to
Amazon.com and Marvell Technology, respectively. Within industrials and health care, our top relative detractors
were overweights to Airtac International and Pfizer, respectively.
Shares of Amazon rose during the period after the e-commerce giant reported better-than-expected second-quarter
results and provided an upbeat forecast. Amazon Web Services grew 33% year-over-year, while overall revenues
grew by 7% from the same quarter a year ago. Shares of Airtac International declined during the month, as June
sales were down year over year and month over month. Order intake continued to be higher than shipments during
the month but some shipments were affected by COVID-related controls in some cities in China, and some
shipments were postponed, as customers are waiting for more clarity on the stimulus policies from local
governments.
Sukuk
The Sukuk sleeves underperformed due to longer duration of sukuk as we are holding shorter duration sukuk.
Government National and Industrial were the main detractors. We will re-evaluate our portfolio strategy for better
investment opportunity. Our credit exposure, GCC region accounted by 44.83%, included by Saudi Arabia (SA)
(19.18%), United Arab Emirates (UAE) (19.67%), Qatar (3.86%) and Kuwait (1.19%). Our exposure in Malaysia and
Indonesia are remains on 41.58% and 14.51% respectively.

Strategy Moving Forward
We continue be in a defensive position for now by holding more cash. This will allow the fund to be well position
against market volatility.
Equity
From a regional perspective, our largest overweight was North America and we were most underweight to Emerging
Markets.
Sukuk
We will continue to be vigilant in our sukuk exposure. As rates expected to rise further, it is best to be defensive
and selective in our positioning before mobilising our fund elsewhere.
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Holdings Commentary
Stocks
Amazon.com

Country
United
States

Sector
Consumer
Discretionary








Airtac
International

Taiwan

Industrials










Remarks
Amazon is a US e-commerce and cloud computing
company.
Shares of Amazon rose during the period after the ecommerce giant reported better-than-expected
second-quarter results and provided an upbeat
forecast.
Amazon Web Services grew 33% year-over-year,
while overall revenues grew by 7% from the same
quarter a year ago.
Amazon continues to drive growth with their 3 core
business - E-commerce (Marketplace), Amazon Web
Services, and Amazon Price.
We favour the management’s innovative mindset
with a vision and their constant product innovation
ideas – e.g. Alexa, Amazon GO, to name a few –
leading to strong free cash generations over time.
Airtac is a major pneumatic equipment supplier in
China.
Shares of Airtac International declined during the
month, as June sales were down year over year and
month over month.
Order intake continued to be higher than shipments
during the month but some shipments were affected
by COVID-related controls in some cities in China, and
some shipments were postponed, as customers are
waiting for more clarity on the stimulus policies from
local governments.
Airtac’s customers cut across a wide range of
industrial and electronic product manufacturing
businesses, as part of their automation and assembly
processes.
As secular demand for automation continues in their
key market, China, we believe their demand will
remain solid.
We remain positive that Airtac will continue its
current pace of share expansion in China.
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Sharjah
Sukuk
Programme
Limited

Country
United
Arab
Emirates

Sector
Sovereign

Malaysia Rail
Link Sdn Bhd

Malaysia

Industrial







Remarks
Sharjah is the capital of the emirate Sharjah.
The emirate shares legal, political, military and
economic functions with the other emirates of the UAE
within a federal framework, although each emirate has
jurisdiction over some functions such as civil law
enforcement and provision and upkeep of local
facilities.
A company that responsible of the development of
ECRL.
ECRL is part of the National Mega Project and part of the
China Belt Road project.

Asset Allocation as at 31 July 2022
Asset Class
Equity
Sukuk
Cash

% Wgt
48.82
42.32
8.86

Top 5 Holdings as at 31 July 2022
Equity

Sukuk
%
2.93
2.75
2.39
1.60
0.87

Top 5 Holdings
MICROSOFT ORD
APPLE ORD
AMAZON COM ORD
ALPHABET CL A ORD
NESTLE N ORD

Top 5 Holdings
GII MURABAHAH 1/2022
GII MURABAHAH 1/2020
GII MURABAHAH 2/2020
KSA SUKUK LTD 29/10/2029
SAUDI ELECTRICITY GLOBAL SUKUK
27.09.2028

Characteristic of Sukuk Portfolio as at 31 July 2022
Sukuk (YTD)
Duration

3.98

Yield %
Avg credit rating

3.27
A3
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%
1.59
1.54
1.51
1.34
1.09
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Fund Classes
AUD Hedged
Class

GBP Hedged
Class

MYR Class

MYR Hedged
Class

Income Distribution

MYR Hedged Class
USD Class
AUD Hedged Class

Cumulative
YTD
2.67%
1.06%
2.73%

25 May
2022
2.67%
1.06%
2.73%

RMB Hedged
Class

SGD Hedged
Class

USD Class
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Important Notice and Disclaimers
This information shall not be copied, or relied upon by any person for whatever purpose. The information
herein is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information only.
These documents are for general information only and do not take into account your objectives, financial
situations or needs. These slides are not an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice to buy or sell
any investment product, including any collective investment schemes or shares of companies mentioned
within. The information contained in these slides, including any data, projections and underlying
assumptions are based upon certain assumptions, management forecasts and analysis of information
available and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of the date of the document, all of which are
subject to change at any time without notice.
You should be aware that investments carry risks. Please consider the fees and charges involved before
investing. UOB Asset Management (Malaysia) Berhad does not guarantee any returns on the investments.
In preparing these slides, UOBAM(M) has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the
accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise
reviewed by UOBAM(M). UOBAM(M) does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or
completeness of the information herein for any particular purpose, and expressly disclaims liability for any
error, inaccuracy or omission. UOBAM(M) and its employees shall not be held liable for any decision or
action taken based on the views expressed or information contained within this publication. Any opinion,
projection and other forward looking statement regarding future events or performance of, including but
not limited to, countries, markets or companies is not necessarily indicative of, and may differ from actual
events or results. Nothing in this publication constitutes accounting, legal, regulatory, tax or other advice.
The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives, financial situation and particular needs of
any specific person. You may wish to seek advice from a professional or an independent financial adviser
about the issues discussed herein or before investing in any investment product. Should you choose not
to seek such advice, you should consider carefully whether the investment or product is suitable for you
or your organization.
UOB Asset Management (Malaysia) Berhad (Company No. 199101009166 (219478-X))

